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Abstract
Personalized route prediction is an important technology in many applications related to intelligent
vehicles and transportation systems.  Current route prediction technologies used in many general
navigation systems are, by and large, based on either the shortest or the fastest route selection.  Personal
traveling route prediction is a very challenging big data problem, as trips getting longer and variations
in routes growing.  It is particularly challenging for real-time in-vehicle applications, since many
embedded processors have limited memory and computational power.  In this paper we present a
machine learning algorithm for modeling route prediction based on a Markov chain model, and a route
prediction algorithm based on a probability transition matrix. We also present two data reduction
algorithms, one is developed to map large GPS based trips to a compact link-based standard route
representation, and another a machine learning algorithm to significantly reduce the size of a probability
transition matrix.  The proposed algorithms are evaluated on real-world driving trip data collected in
four months, where the data collected in the first three months are used as training and the data in the
fourth month are used as testing. Our experiment results show that the proposed personal route
prediction system generated more than 91% prediction accuracy in average among the test trips.  The
data reduction algorithm gave about 8:1 reduction in link-based standard route representation and 23:1
in reducing the size of probability transition matrix.
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1 Introduction
Personalized route prediction is considered as an important technology for the intelligent vehicles
and intelligent transportation systems. As much of our driving is routine in that we travel between the
same origin and destination repeatedly, however, routes that we take may vary due to many factors.
Even though shortest and fastest routing algorithms are commonly used, drivers tend to choose the
routes they prefer. Accurate prediction of personalized routes is very useful for a number of applications
including intelligent transportation systems that provide drivers real-time traffic information, such as
warnings of upcoming traffic congestion or road incidents, and intelligent vehicle systems for
optimizing energy efficiency in hybrid vehicles [1]. Route prediction can also be used to provide better
location-based services, e.g. advertisement messages can be targeted at customers who are likely to pass
certain areas.  Current route prediction technologies used in many general navigation systems are, by
and large, based on either the shortest or the fastest route selection.  Personal traveling route prediction
is a very challenging big data problem [4], as trips getting longer and variations in routes growing.  It is
particularly challenging for real-time in-vehicle applications, since many embedded processors have
limited memory and computational power.
Most of the published research works on route prediction are conducted directly on GPS data. This
has the disadvantage of processing and storing large amounts of data to present different routes due to
the uncertainty of GPS locations [2][3]. Two trips sharing exactly the same route may have totally
different sequences of recorded GPS points. Storing and processing these spatial and temporal trip data
could exceed capacity of current in-vehicle computing systems as more and more trips daily coming in.
In this paper, we present our research that aims at developing a machine learning approach for predicting
personal driving route with a focus on scaling up to big data, i.e. driving route can be infinitely long.
With the aim of reducing data complexity, we propose a compact standard route representation built on
a link based structure that is used by most GIS(Geographic Information System) and traffic information
providers[11], and present a data reduction algorithm that map large GPS based trips to a compact link-
based standard route representation.  For personal route prediction, we present a machine learning
algorithm based on the Markov chain model to build a probability transition matrix, and another machine
learning algorithm to significantly reduce the size of the probability transition matrix.  The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review related work. Section 3 presents
the proposed standard route representation and the algorithm that maps the GPS based trips to the
standard route representation, Section 4 presents the Markov Chain model and the machine learning
algorithm for building a probability transition matrix for route prediction, Section 5 a dimension size
reduction algorithm to make the probability transition matrix more scalable, Section 6 experimental
results and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Related work
In the field of intelligent transport systems, active research has been conducted in predicting driving
and walking route and destination intent[5][6],  estimating arrival time[7],  building cognitive models
of how humans make driving decisions[8].  Most of these researches are based on movements recorded
by GPS devices.  Techniques developed for vehicle route or destination prediction can be divided into
two categories, closest distance based matching algorithms [2][9], or systems based on probabilistic
modelling [6][7][8][3][10].
Tiwari, Chaturvedi, and Arya  presented a distance-matching based system for predicting the end-
to-end route of a vehicle based on location data traces (from GPS, Mobile Signals etc.) of past vehicle
trips[2].   The system calculates the "similarity score" between the on-going trip and the historical trips,
and the historical trip that has the best match to the beginning of the on-going trip is used as the predicted
route. Froehlich and Krumm proposed a method that predicts a driver’s route as a function of the
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distance already driven [9].  It used a similarity score based distances between the two trips to generate
clusters of similar trips.  Each cluster of trips represents a route.  The similarity scores between the on-
going trip and each of the existing routes are calculated, and the route that has the highest similarity
score is the predicted route. Their system accuracy was close to 20% for the end-to-end prediction, and
40% for the prediction made in the halfway of trip [9].   Markov model is a popular probabilistic
technique used in intelligent vehicle systems[6][7][10].  Krumm used a simple Markov model to make
probabilistic predictions of driver turn prediction [3]. The Markov model was trained from the driver’s
historic data, and the system performance was evaluated on short road segments with the average length
of 237.5 meters. The experimental results show that the system can predict the next road segment taken
by the driver with 90% of accuracy. Simmons et al [6] used a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for
predicting to predicts a driver’s intended route and destination through on-line observation of their GPS
position during the trip.  They further extended the HMM model to incorporate context by augmenting
the state representation to with additional factors, such as time-of-day and day-of-week. The approach
was evaluated using a corpus of almost a month of real, everyday driving trips. Based on the
experiments of ten-fold cross validation over 46 trips, the average accuracy is above 98%. One of the
reasons for this high prediction accuracy is that the test data and the training data are from the same
corpus and the test data set is small, only four test trips used in each 10-fold validation process.
Most of the existing methods for personal route detection suffer two problems when they are being
considered for real-time prediction. One is that they either directly use the GPS data or segments of GPS
data to represent routes [2,6], which means large trip points and number of different trips need to be
stored online for the prediction process and high computational cost for real-time route prediction
process.  In this research we propose a canonical representation of routes, in which trips of the same
route but different GPS recordings can be represented in the same canonical route.  Another problem is
that most of these methods do not scale up to handle huge amount of mobility data, e.g. long trips and
many trip variations.  There are urgent needs to develop computationally efficient algorithms that can
handle millions of mobility traces, which is the other objective of this research.
3 An Efficient and Effective canonical Route Representation:
Mapping GPS points to Links
A GPS based trip is represented as a sequence of points,     	   	   
   .  In GPS based representation, trips have different sequences of GPS
coordinates may share the same route. The GPS based representation is sensitive to GPS noise, requires
large storage for representing routes, and high computational cost in the predication process.
Furthermore, it is not reliable in statistical learning of route frequencies, since the GPS based
representation provides scattered route frequency distribution over a large number of routes.  In order
to obtain accurate trip frequency statistics, it is important to develop an algorithm that can automatically
detect recorded trips that share exactly the same route. We propose a standard route representation based
on the road geographical information structure used by many ATIS (Automatic Terminal Information
Service) and GIS.  The road geographical information structure is a hierarchy of three different levels:
Traffic Message Channel (TMC) sections, links, and shape points, where a TMC area contains multiple
link areas, and a link area contains several shape points[11].  We propose to use the middle level, the
link points to represent a route.  The proposed standard route is defined as a sequence of links lq along
the route, where lq is a unique link ID, and q=1... N. Within a link, by definition, the route is unique
since there is no exit in a link without completing it. The link-based standard route representation
significantly reduces the size of route representation in two aspects, reducing GPS points to link IDs
(considering that the resolution of the recorded GPS points is about 1 Hz, and a link length ranges from
5 meters to 3,000 meters), and reducing the number of distinct routes. For the purpose of route
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prediction, the standard representation has no information loss since a link area provides the exits only
at the end of the link.  For every road in USA, its geographical information, i.e. TMC, link and shape
IDs can be obtained by a software provided by from a GIS company [11].  Algorithm 1 presented below
maps a GPS based trip to a standard link-based route, i.e. a route defined by a sequence of links uniquely
affixed to roads.
Algorithm 1 Mapping GPS-based trip to Link-based standard route
Input: trip     	   	      , where O = and D=
Step1:Generate a sequence of via points,     	   }, where  , and obtain a
preliminary route    	   , where contains , contains and contains .
Step2: For each pair of and in that are not physical connected, generate the link sequence
that is on the shortest route from and in a GIS database, and replace and with .
Step3: Check the matching between link based route and trip     	   	   
   . If there is a no-matching section Tr1 =   	  } in Tr, generate two via
points at the 1/3 and 2/3 positions  of Tr1, and insert them to
Step4: Repeat step 1-3 until points in are matched with the current link based route.
Output the current link based route.
Fig. 1 illustrates the matching process described in Step 3. First a link area is generated using the
rectangle defined by the beginning and ending points of a link and the two semi-circles illustrated in the
Fig. 1. The rectangle is parallel to the line connecting the two end points of the link, and the radius of
the circles is set to 10 meters, which is chosen based our study on the accuracy of a GPS device used in
our data recording.  All the trip points within the rectangle and semi-circle area are considered as
matched to the same link. A sequence of GPS points not matched to any link is a no-matching section.
Following Algorithm 1, every GPS-based recorded trip can be mapped to a standard link-based
route, which is an M-to-1 map. The conversion from a GPS-based recorded trip to link-based route
provides a significant data reduction.  For an example, a 63km trip including both local and freeway
could contain as many as 3449 GPS points, while the link-based standard route of the same trip contains
only 373 links, which is a 9:1 data reduction.  Furthermore, since multiple trips can be represented by
the same standard link-based representation, the actual data reduction is much larger.
Fig. 1 Mapping GPS points to links Fig. 2 Illustration of connected link sequences
4 Route Prediction based on Markov Chain Model
We propose to use a Markov Chain model for personal route prediction.  We developed a machine-
learning algorithm to build a probability transition matrix, which represents the knowledge extracted
from all the trips taken by an individual driver traveling from a specific origin O to a specific destination
D.  Please note these trips can take different routes, although they share the same O and D.  Section 4.2
presents the route prediction algorithm based on the Markov chain model presented in Section 4.1.
Red circled part: Connected link sequence (CLS)
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4.1 Building a Markov Chain Model for Route Prediction
For a given pair of origin and destination, (O, D), a standard link-based route from O to D can be
represented as a sequence of link variables,      	  , where O = , D =  and there is
a unique road that a vehicle can travel from to , i = 1, …, N-1 .  Link variable may take one of
M values from link set         	    where  contains all possible links from O to D that
exist in a set of driver’s recorded historical trips. Mathematically, the probability of taking a sequence
of links 
 = {  ,  ,  ,  , … ,  } is as follows:
 
              	       (1)
where   =1, … ,N). Based on the Bayes theorem, we can derive the following equation:
 
       = , , … , = , ∗ = , = , , … , = , ∗ … ∗ = , = , 
For the route prediction problem we propose to use the following first order Markov Model,
= 
 |( , ) = = , |( , ) ∗ ∏ ( = , = , )|( , ) .              (3)
Since O and D are given, so the values of and are known, = , |( , ) = 1. Since
takes the value of ℓ and takes ℓ , we obtain equation (4):
= 
 |( , ) = = ℓ = , ∗ = , = ℓ ∗ ∏ = , = , 
Algorithm 2 Building a probability transition matrix for each (O, D) pair
Input: a set of recorded trips, Γ, each trip in Γ is a sequence of link points
Step 1: Partition Γ into subsets, ( , ) , each of which contains all the recorded trips in Γ such that
their origins are and destinations are .
Step 2: Extract all the links from ( , ) and store them in a data set Ω = {ℓ , ℓ , ℓ , … , ℓ }.
Step 3: Build a link transition frequency matrix, ( , ) = , , where , is the number of trips
in ( , ) that contained link transition from link ℓ to ℓ , for h, j = 1, …, M.
Step 4: Build transition probability matrix, ( , ) = , , for h, j = 1, …, M, where
, = = ℓ = ℓ = ,∑ , (5)
Step 5: Repeat step 2 through step 4 until all subsets in Γ are processed.  Exit and output ( , )
and ( , ) for all ( , ) in Γ.
Although equation (5) uses only frequency in calculating the probability of traveling from link ℓ
to ℓ , it can incorporate more factors that influence driver’s route selection, including traffic lights, road
construction, weather, etc., in the probability transition matrix, which will be studied in the future.
4.2 Route prediction using Markov Chain Mode
Route prediction is made by Algorithm 3 based on the probability transition matrix for the given the
(O, D) pair.  The algorithm uses a forward recursive searching process to find all possible routes and the
associated probabilities, and output the route with highest probability as the prediction route, i.e.
arg = 
 |( , )
 .
Algorithm 3 Personalized Route Prediction(PRP)
Input: Origin and destination pair ( , ), O=ℓ ≠ D = ℓ ; =1, transition matrix ( , ).
Step 1: Find all possible next links ℓ _ , … ℓ _ of ℓ (end), denoted as ℓ# , by using link
transition probability matrix ( , ), in which the elements #, _ ( = 1,2, … , ) are not zeros.
Push the new lists {ℓ || ℓ _ }:Pi (i=1,…,k) into L-P stack, where Pi = P(ℓ )*P(ℓ _ |ℓ (end)).
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Step 2: Pop an element from L_P stack, ℓ : = ℓ ||ℓ _ , P(ℓ ) = Pi.
If ℓ (end) = ℓ ,  set
 = ℓ and ( = 
 |( , )) = P(ℓ ). : = + 1 .If
Stack is empty, Stop.Else, pop an element from L_P stack, ℓ = ℓ ||ℓ _ , P(ℓ ) = Pi.
Step 3: If Stack is empty, stop. Otherwise, go to step 1.
Step 4: Output the route 
 with the highest probability as the predicted route.
Please note the probabilities satisfy the constraint, ∑ ( = 
 |( , )) = 1.
5 Dimension size reduction in a probability transition matrix
Since the route prediction algorithm, i.e. Algorithm 3, conducts recursive searches for all the possible
routes from O to D using the probability transition matrix, PT(O, D), the size of PT(O, D) determines
the computational cost. As the route grows longer or more variations are taken by the driver from O to
D, the number of links in PT(O, D) increases rapidly. In general, the longer the driver using the system,
more trip data are recorded, from which the system learns more about the driver’s new routes.  As a
consequence, PT(O, D) continues to grow upon receiving new trip data.  Therefore it is important to
build a transition matrix that can scale up to longer routes and more route variations.
We developed a probability transition matrix dimensionality reduction algorithm that learns from
the driver’s recorded trips to find connected link sequences that can be represented using a pseudo link.
Fig. 2 illustrates this idea. In general from O to D, a driver can take many different routes. For the
purpose of clarity, Fig. 2 showed only three different routes in color blue, red and black.  The link
sections circled out are the connected link sequences.  Links in each connected link sequence are always
being driven together by the driver.  This happens because either there are no exits among those links,
or the driver never take exits within these connected link sequence in the historical trips from O to D.
Algorithm 4 attempts to detect the connected link sequences, and replace each with a pseudo link, which
is artificially generated to symbolically represent the connected link sequence in the probability
transition matrix.
Algorithm 4 Dimension Size Reduction in Probability Transition Matrix
Input: Training data set Γ containing n link-based trip data from ( , )
Step 1 Take the first trip, 1 = { , , … , } from training data from Γ, form the first connected
link sequence, CLS ={Tr1}
Step 2 Repeat until Γ is empty
Step 2.1 take the next trip from Γ, and denote it as = {b1, b2, …, bk}
Step 2.2 For each connected link sequence, denoted as cl = {a1, a2, …, au} in CLS,
Step 2.2.1 if there is a connected link sequence in , {bj, bj+1, …, bj+i} such that av = bj,
av+1 = bj+1, …, ai = bj+i-v, and ai+1 bj+i-v+1, then
{ generate L1 = { a1, a2, …, av-1 }, L2 =  {av, av+1, …, ai}, L3 = {ai+1, …, au}, L4 = { b1,…,
bj-1}, L5 = {bj+i-v+1, …, bk}, remove cl from CLS, and add L1, L2, …, L5 to CLS}
Step 3: output CLS and exit
6 Experiments
The algorithms presented in this paper are evaluated on the real driving data recorded by a drive in
four months. We build the system knowledge base, i.e. the PT matrices, using Algorithm 1, 2 and 4 from
record trip data of one driver from January 2014 to March, 2014, and evaluate the PRP system, i.e.
Algorithm 3, on the trip data recorded from the same driver during April, 2014. The number of training
trips is 117 and the number of testing trips is 41. The system performance is measured by equation (6),
where T_R is a test route, and O_R is the predicted route O_R:
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= ∑ length of links in the _ matched with the links in _
total length of links in _ . (6)
O-D #T-trip AccuracyOTM AccuracyRTM O-D #T-trip AccuracyOTM AccuracyRTM
O1D2 5 100% 100% O2D9 1 94.46% 94.46%
1 95.42% 95.42% O6D1 1 89.82% 89.82%
8 94.03% 94.03% O2D26 1 63.53% 63.53%
1 78.38% 78.38% O5D1 2 100% 100%
1 19.62% 19.62% 08D2 1 100% 100%
O2D1 5 100% 100% O1D8 1 100% 100%
1 98.96% 98.96% D2D15 1 100% 100%
1 97.68% 97.68% O2D9 1 94.46% 94.46%
1 96.19% 96.19% O6D1 1 89.82% 89.82%
2 87.18% 87.18% O2D26 1 63.53% 63.53%
2 81.36% 81.36% O5D1 2 100% 100%
Table 1: Route Prediction Accuracy
(a) O1D2 testing result example (94.03%) (b) O2D1 testing result example (98.96%)
Fig. 3. Examples of prediction results on different test trips
O-D #R-trip DimOTM DimRTM O-D #R-trip DimOTM DimRTM
O1D2 35 351*351 37*37 O2D9 4 262*262 10*10
O1D27 2 254*254 4*4 O2D26 2 91*91 8*8
O2D1 28 314*314 28*28 O4D1 2 75*75 6*6
O2D3 2 55*55 5*5 O6D1 3 296*296 9*9
O2D4 2 217*217 7*7
Table 2: Probability Transition Matrix Reduction Results
Table 1 presents the prediction results generated before and after the reduction of probability
transition matrix, in which #T-trip represents number of testing trips, AccuracyOTM and AccuracyRTM
represent prediction accuracy before and after transition matrix reduction, respectively. Among the 41
test trips, the prediction on 17 trips are 100% accurate and only 9 trips have predicted accuracy below
90%. The average accuracy is 91.98%. Fig.3 shows two examples of route prediction, in which the
predicted results shown in blue color are superimposed on the true trip points, which are shown in red
color. For the purpose of comparison, the following presents the system performances of other well-
known systems developed for personal route prediction. The system presented in [3] could predict the
next road segment, not end-to-end route prediction, taken by the driver with 90% of accuracy. The
system presented in [9] was evaluated on 14,468 trips. At the halfway point, a trip’s route could be
correctly predicted only 20% of the time. In [6] experiments were conducted using a ten-fold cross
validation process over 46 trips, and the average prediction rate was above 98%. However, the test data
set was small, only 4 trips, and the test data and the training data were from the same corpus.
Furthermore, in their data around 95% of the transitions in the models were forced, meaning that there
was only one next link for a given link.
Fig. 3 (a) shows a trip with a prediction accuracy of 94.03% and Fig. 3 (b) shows a trip with a
prediction accuracy of 98.96%. In both examples, the figure on the left shows route prediction results
with the error part circled in red, and the figure on the right is a zoomed-in of the “error part.”
Table 2 shows the transition matrix reduction results generated by Algorithm 4 from 80 trips in nine
OD pairs, where #R-trip represents the number of recorded trips, DimOTM and DimRTM represent
dimension of transition matrix before and after reduction. The matrix size reduction is large, about 23:1
reduction in average at each dimension.  The matrix size reduction leads to the significant reduction of
computational time in executing the route prediction algorithm, Algorithm 3.
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7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have made two major contributions:  presented innovative machine learning
algorithms for predicting personal driving route based on the first order Markov model, and data
reduction algorithms to make sure the route prediction system can scale up.
We presented a machine learning algorithm, Algorithm 2, for building the probability transition
matrix to represent the knowledge of driver’s preferred links and routes. Algorithm 3 is developed to
predict a driving route for a given pair of origin and destination based on the probability transition
matrix.
In order to deal with fast growing personal mobility data and challenges in real-time in-vehicle
application, we introduced a link based standard route representation, which is concise and robust route
representation, and developed two data reduction algorithms. Algorithm 1 maps GPS based trip
representation to a link based trip representation, and Algorithm 3 significantly reduces the size of the
probability transition matrix without any loss of system performance.
Experiments are conducted on real-world driving trips.  117 trips recorded between January and
March, 2014 are used as training data, and 41 trips recorded in April, 2014 as test data.  The
performances on the test trips show that the system reached more than 80% accuracy on 37 test trips,
more than 90% accuracy on 31 trips, and 100% on 17 trips. In terms of data reduction, the experiment
results show that the standard link-based route representation used by Algorithm 1 to replace the GPS-
based trip representation gives about 8:1 data reduction in average, and Algorithm 4 reduced the size of
the probability transition matrix in an average ratio of 23:1 in each dimension, which leads to a
significant reduction in computational time in the personal route prediction process.
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